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In the Tate Gallery's collections of historic and modern art there are many paintings and 

sculptures which, in one way or another, contain allusions to the Classical world. Curiously, 

until now, no one has thought of bringing a selection of these works together in a single 

display in order to demonstrate something of the continuing influence which the 

civilizations of ancient Greece and Rome have had on artists through the ages. At a less 

academic level, too, so many of the classical myths and legends which artists have chosen to 

depict are perenially fascinating just as stories in their own right. 

 

The resulting small display, 'Gods in the Studio', which is at the Tate from the end of January 

until the beginning of May 1990, sets out to explore the notion of the 'Classical' at a number 

of different levels as seen in nearly thirty British and foreign works covering a period from 

the early 1700s up to the present day. Some of these works are straightforward illustrations 

of episodes from myth or legend: two treatments of 'Hero and Leander' – one a painting and 

one a marble relief – by nineteenth century artists are shown side by side, as also are two 

depictions of the story of 'Venus and Adonis' – one dating from the early 1800s and the 

other from as recently as 1981. A more general evocation of the mythical world is to be 

found in an oil painting by the eighteenth century landscapist Richard Wilson which shows a 

view of Lake Avernus in Italy, a place traditionally regarded as marking the entrance to 

Hades. A Latin inscription by Eric Gill, carved in Roman letters in stone in 1926 brings 

together language and the means whereby it is rendered in a way that underlines that idea 

of harmony which lies at the heart of 'classical' form. 

 

In contrast, some allusions to the classical gods in the works on display possess only the 

slightest reference to the original stories – as in a picture by John Armstrong entitled 

'Icarus': this was painted at the height of the Second World War and it shows a globe, with 

wings, plunging down through the firmament. Nonetheless, there is still a parallel between 

the ancient story and the contemporary event. 

 

The title of the exhibition is inspired by the sentiments of an eighteenth century painter 

who felt that his fellow artists should, in order to produce great pictures, 'go home ... light 

your lamps and exercise yourselves in the creative power of your art, with Homer, with Livy, 

and all the great characters, ancient and modern, for your companions and counsellors'. It is 

hoped that the exhibition might not only convey some sense of how artists themselves 

brought to life their visions of the classical world and what it stood for, but also bring to a 

much wider audience an idea of those values which underpinned that world and which still 

have a part to play in our own world. 



 

Robin Hamlyn is Assistant Keeper of the British Collection at the Tate Gallery. A six page 

broadsheet, illustrated in colour, discussing nine of the works in the exhibition, will be 

available, price £1.00. For further details contact Katherine Lomas or Alison Blease in the 

Press Office at the Tate (they can also supply details of an associated programme of films 

which explore classical themes – e.g. Cocteau's Orphée). For school groups contact the 

Education Dept. All at 01 821 1313 


